
ART. VII.—Wordsworth's "Borderers" and the Land-
scape of Penrith. By MARIJANE OSBORN.

Read at Grange-over-Sands, July 9th, 1976.

WORDSWORTH wrote his play The Borderers in
Somersetshire in 1796 /97;  quotations and the

names of the characters will be from this early text.'
The "Borderers" to whom the title refers were a group
of historical outlaws, some of them dispossessed
noblemen, in the north of England. In the play they
have been gathered together by a young Robin Hood
figure called Mortimer and converted into a band of
vigilantes who strive to preserve the peace and defend
the weak and poor in a lawless no-man's-land. The
characters of the play claim to be located "here, upon
the borders of the Tweed" and " 'Mid the deep holds
of Solway's mossy waste" . 2 Wordsworth, in the 1842
printed text of the play, which he revised heavily,
places the action thus : "SCENE, Borders of England
and Scotland. TIME, the Reign of Henry III."' Some
references in the play suggest romantic Rosslyn Glen
near Edinburgh, which Wordsworth had not yet
visited when he wrote the playa But those are details
of the gothic landscape of fiction. The complexity of
the landscape within which the characters move about
indicates that Wordsworth was superimposing his
fiction upon a physical model that he knew well.

With the exception of the picturesque Rosslyn
details, every place described as the scene of on-stage
action exists somewhere in the Penrith-Stainmore
landscape. This was an area with which Wordsworth
first became acquainted as a small child, in his
prolonged visits to his maternal grandparents, the
Cooksons, in Penrith. 5 He later explored the neighbour-
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hood extensively during vacations, when his sister
Dorothy was living there. In The Prelude he tells how,
roving the bye-tracts of their "own native region" in
the summertime, he and his sister would come upon

The gentle Banks
Of Emont, hitherto unnam'd in Song,
And that monastic Castle, on a Flat
Low-standing by the margin of the Stream,
A Mansion not unvisited of old
By Sidney, where, in sight of our Helvellyn,
Some snatches he might pen, for aught we know,
Of his Arcadia, by fraternal love
Inspir'd; that River and that mouldering Dome
Have seen us sit in many a summer hour,
My sister and myself, when having climb'd
In danger through some window's open space,
We look'd abroad, or on the Turret's head
Lay listening to the wild flowers and the grass,
As they gave out their whispers to the wind.

(VI 218-323) 6

Even in this "arcadian" description there is the hint
that the ancient mansion of the Cliffords could fit into
a more gothic scene, and in The Borderers it does.
But it is only one item in a bleak setting which includes
the whole region, and the notable antiquities of the
region are explored by the characters in such a way
that, with the help of the eighteenth-century guidebooks
Wordsworth knew, their wanderings can actually be
followed on a map.'

Most of the places identified as landmarks in The
Borderers have counterparts either on the Ordnance
Survey Sheets 83 and 84 of the one-inch series, or on
the map engraved by Thomas Kitchin for Nicolson and
Burn' (Plate I) . The necessary summarizing of the
action of the play in order to locate its landscape
will by no means do justice to the importance of
The Borderers in the development of Wordsworth's
philosophy and style; for these matters the reader is
referred elsewhere.

L
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PLATE I.—The Landscape of The Borderers. 
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The play opens with a conversation on a "Road in
a Wood". The place is irrelevant here, but the scene
establishes the plot and introduces the four main
characters, Mortimer, Rivers, Herbert and Matilda.
Mortimer is the young captain of the Borderers, Rivers
his Iago-like lieutenant. Matilda is the girl Mortimer
loves, and Herbert is a blind old man whom she
believes to be her father, a baron dispossessed of
his lands. In the opening conversation Rivers tells
Mortimer that Herbert is deceiving Matilda that he is
her father, and is planning to sell her to Lord Clifford
for orgies in the ruined castle nearby. The deception is
possible because Herbert has only recently returned to
the district, where Matilda has grown up under the
care of a friendly patroness. The real Baron Herbert,
Rivers claims, died in Cyprus when she was an infant,
during a Crusade. In the course of the conversation
it becomes clear that for some reason Rivers is trying
to persuade Mortimer to kill Herbert, the blind old
man. Another member of the band has warned
Mortimer to beware of Rivers's malignancy, but when
Mortimer overhears Herbert speak of him to his beloved
Matilda as a "base freebooter" and a "traitor", he is
swayed to believe Rivers's story that Herbert is a
fraud and that his purpose in the Borders is evil. The
reason Herbert himself gives for being in the Borders
is that he and Matilda, nearly penniless, are on their
way to "Rossland" to receive a bequest from her
patroness (I i 125-128 and 163-165 [PW lines 156-159
and 196-198]).

Clifford, the orgiast of the castle, provides the only
hint in the first scene that the setting has anything
to do with the neighbourhood of Penrith. Various
Lords Clifford, both good and bad, had great local
importance in Penrith in medieval times; Wordsworth
writes of a "good Lord Clifford" in "Song at the Feast
of Brougham Castle", composed in 1807 (PW II, pp.
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254-259) . In The Borderers, "that cold voluptuary /
The villian Clifford" (I i 251-252 [PW lines 279-280])
is only mentioned as a threat of evil; he is never
actually encountered.

In scene ii the landscape begins to take on signif-
icance. Herbert and Matilda have come to an inn
where Herbert, exhausted from a long night's walk
over a barren heath, is persuaded to stay and rest.
Matilda goes on ahead, intending to return soon.
Rivers enters the inn and greets Herbert as a friend.
Herbert mourns that he did not go with Matilda, at
least as far as "Lord Clifford's mansion", but then
consoles himself, "no matter, I do not like the man"
(I ii 51-57 [PW lines 344-350]). He finds it too noisy
to rest at the inn, and asks the landlord to provide
him with a guide to lead him back over the heath to
the convent where he and Matilda had intended to
spend the previous night. Rivers offers to guide him
back, and Herbert accepts with gratitude. Thus far
three dwelling-places have been established as situated
on the route over which Herbert and Matilda are
travelling : a convent, an inn, and, farther on, Lord
Clifford's mansion. Somewhere nearby is a ruined
castle. The host of the inn has also mentioned that
St Mary and her pilgrims "are a stream of comfort
to us" (I ii 31-32 [PW lines 324-325, where "St Mary"
has been supplanted by "St Cuthbert"]). Nicolson
and Burn note that in the town of Brough there was
a well dedicated to St Mary : "Many came hither on
pilgrimage in the times of popery, and the vicar of
Burgh had a diploma from the pope ... to receive
the oblations of all pilgrims there . " 1 ° St Mary's well
is the first identifiable place alluded to in the text
which gives an indication of where the travellers are
in the landscape Wordsworth knew ; they are some-
where on the pilgrims' road. Apart from a reference
to "villagers",  Wordsworth has removed all actual
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towns from the landscape of his play, leaving only
the notable antiquities.

While Herbert rests before travelling back over the
heath, Mortimer and Rivers walk in the nearby woods,
and Rivers continues to stir up the young captain's
apprehensions by relating the villanies of the Lord
Clifford :

—You marked a cottage,
That ragged dwelling close beneath a rock
By the brook-side? It is the abode of one,
A maid, who fell a prey to the Lord Clifford,
And he grew weary of her. But alas !
What she had seen and suffered, the poor wretch,
It turned her brain, —and now she lives alone .. .

(I iii 5-II [PW lines 379-3 84))
This description provides a second location, marked
both on Burn's map and on the Ordnance Survey
map. Clifford's lechery is connected with the tradi tion
of a later Sir Roger de Clifford who is said to have
built the house called ` ` Julian's Bower" off the Appleby
Road, for his mistress Juliana. Wordsworth mentions
the house in the Fenwick Note on "Fancy and
Tradition" ."

Mortimer cannot get the mad woman out of his mind.
As Act II opens, he has just come from seeing her for
himself, and Rivers plays upon his impression.
Mortimer says :

I met a peasant near the spot; he told me
These ten years she had sat all day alone
Within those empty walls.

Rivers :^ Yes—I have seen her.
Chancing to pass this way some six months gone
At midnight, I betook me to the churchyard
(I do not think I ever told you of it).
'Twas a calm night, as I remember well,
The moon shone clear; the air was still, —so still
The trees were silent as the graves beneath them,
The church clock from within the steeple tower
Tick'd audibly. —A full half hour did I
Prolong my watch; I saw her pacing round
Upon the selfsame spot, still round and round,
Her lips for ever moving.
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Mortimer :^ Poor Matilda!
Oh, Rivers, when I looked upon that woman
I thought I saw a skeleton of Matilda.

Rivers :^But the old man?
Mortimer :^ There is no earthly law

That measures crimes like his.
(II i 18-35 [PW lines 570-583] )

Rivers concludes :
Happy are we

Who live in these disputed tracts that own
No law but what each man makes for himself.
Here justice has indeed a field of triumph!

(II i 51-54 [PW lines 595-598 ] )
And he has a plan to ensure that his peculiar form of
justice will triumph.

Herbert has agreed to let the two Borderers guide
him over the heath to the convent. Rivers says to
Mortimer :

A few leagues hence we shall have open field
And tread on ground as free as the first earth
Which nature gave to man. Before we enter
The barren heath, just half way to the convent
We pass the beetling rock from which there hangs
A ruined castle. You have heard of it;
It is a noted spot where Clifford oft
Has held most horrid orgies, with the gloom
And very superstition of the place
Seasoning his lusts. The savage debauchee
Would there perhaps have gathered the first fruits
Of this foul monster's guilt.

(II i 111-122 [PW lines 655-665])

Rivers is arguing that the ruined castle where Clifford
holds his orgies is a fitting place to forestall Herbert's
crime by killing him. The castle is not the same place
as Clifford's mansion, in the direction Matilda has gone,
but in the opposite direction, between the inn and
the "convent" on the heath. Exact locations are
beginning to emerge. Clifford's mansion must be
Brougham Castle ("restored"), and the castle of his
orgies Brough under Stainmore, of which Nicolson
and Burn say :
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The whole castle of Brough now lies totally in ruins.
But the tower, having been built upon an eminence,
and the walls strong and well cemented, and therefore
yet standing for the most part, the whole presents
to the eye a kind of venerable magnificence, the very
ruins adding to the solemnity of the prospect. 12

The imposing south-east tower of the ruin is known
locally as "Clifford's Tower" . 13 The "convent" is then
represented by that building marked "Spittal House"
on the edge of Burn's map (not that "Spitals" beyond
Temple Sowerby on the Ordnance Survey map) . Of
this William Hutchinson says in his guidebook of
1776:

At this place was an ancient Hospital, called
Rerecross Hospital, or the Spittle upon Stainmore,
which was given to the nunnery of Maryke before
I171. 14

Sir Daniel Fleming describes travelling eastward from
Brough in the seventeenth century :

Here beginneth to rise that high, hilly, and solitary
country, exposed to wind and rain, which because
it is stony is called in our native language Stane-
moor ... All here round about is nothing but a
wild desert, unless it be a homely hostelry or inn,
in the very midst thereof, called the Spittle on
Stanemore, for to entertain wayfaring people.' 5

If Rivers is being at all literal in placing the ruined
castle half-way to the convent, on the edge of the
heath, then the inn must be somewhere around
Appleby.

After having left her father at the inn, Matilda meets
some pilgrims. They recognise her, and one of them
recalls a time when she was a baby and her father
took shelter with them in a cave. This recollection
has little significance in the plot except as a touching
memory of Herbert's care for his child, but the cave
has some interest for its associations with the landscape
and with the name of another Borderer in the play,
Lacy. There are numerous caves in the Border country
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which are said to have been dwelling-places for
hermits or pilgrims in the middle ages, and near
Kirkoswald there is an exceptionally beautiful dwelling-
cave above the River Eden, several arched chambers
hollowed by hand out of the red rock and called
Lacy's Caves. There is another set of "Hermit Caves"
on the Eamont not far from the churchyard where
Matilda has probably stopped to rest, St Ninian's or
Ninekirks.ls The pilgrims tell Matilda that her father's
title and estates have been restored by the king, and
on hearing this she turns back at once to relay the good
news to Herbert.

Herbert has, by this time, been taken to the castle
to meet Rivers's "justice", and from this point in the
play the well-established landscape seems to shrink
back to the area immediately around Brougham
Castle, an impressive keep generously endowed with
dungeons though lacking in the other gothic elements
of eminences and inaccessibility. At the castle Rivers
remarks upon having seen the blaze of Cheviot Beacon
to the north-east (II iii 19-2o [PW lines 742-743]). This
is the direction shown in Clarke's diagram of views
from Penrith Beacon." The weather changes soon
after they reach the castle, and Herbert says :

The trees begin to murmur;
The big drops scatter round us. Come, my friends,
And let us house together.

(II iii 181-183 [PW lines 868-869] )

They take him down to the dungeon where he
innocently goes to sleep, but various appearances,
both natural and unnatural, prevent Mortimer from
carrying out Rivers's purpose and excuting Herbert.
Rivers is furious.

The next morning Mortimer decides to desert the
blind old man on the open heath and thus let him
undergo trial by ordeal. Herbert has himself put the
suggestion into Mortimer's head by saying :
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But there's a providence for them who walk
In helplessness when innocence is with them.

(II iii 69-7o [PW lines 79 1-79 2 ])
—and then by speaking of Matilda as "a raven sent
tò me in the wilderness" (II iii 132-133 [PW lines
847-848]). Both his name and the presentation of him
as a bird-beloved saint associate Herbert with the
Anglo-Saxon hermit whom Bede mentions as a friend
of St Cuthbert of Lindisfarne, famous for friendship
with birds long before St Francis of Assissi. St Herbert
gave his name to the island of Derwentwater which
was his hermitage."

But when the Herbert of The Borderers realises that
Mortimer is leading him out on to the heath, his
response is not one of saintly resignation.
Herbert :^ Cast your eyes about :

For mercy's sake, is nobody in sight?
No traveller, peasant, herdsman?

Mortimer :^ Not a soul!
Here is a tree, ragged and bent and bare,
Which turns its goatsbeard flakes of pea-green moss
From the stern breathing of the rough sea wind—
We have no other company, my friend!

(III iii 34-4o [PW lines 1292-97])
Even this emblematic tree has its place in the
known landscape of Wordsworth's youth, though
it is long since gone. Many years after writing
The Borderers Wordsworth memorialised the legend
attached to the tree in his sonnet, "The Hart's-Horn
Tree, Near Penrith" (PW III, p. 277), and in his note
to the poem he says, "I well remember its imposing
appearance as it stood, in a decayed state, by the side
of the high road. ..." 19 Hutchinson's 1776 description
of the tree, in his notes on the route from Appleby
to Penrith, is more evocative : "On the way back,
the shattered trunk of an oak, called White-Hart
Tree, is seen ... s tretching forth its withered limbs
on one side, and on the other, a scanty foliage and
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poor remnant of life.... "" The tree reappears
towards the end of The Borderers. After abandoning
him, Mortimer learns that Herbert is innocent, a true
father to Matilda after all, and he rushes out to try
to find him on the heath, but in the interval Herbert
has fallen and died. Mortimer learns this from a
peasant who has already led Matilda to her father's
body:

To the spot
I hurried back with her—oh, save me, Sir,
From such a journey !—There was a black tree,
A single tree—she thought it was her father—

(V ii 62-65 [PW lines 2072-75])

Matilda came too late, but the raven was indeed with
Herbert in the wilderness :

As we approached, a solitary crow
Rose from the spot. —The daughter clapped

^

And then I heard a shriek so terrible^[her hands,
The very bird quivered upon the wing.

(V ii 7o-73 [PW lines 2079-82])

Hutchinson describes the oak as "stretching forth its
withered limbs" midway between Whinfell Park and
the Countess's Pillar ; the tree is on Burn's map, the
pillar upon the Ordnance Survey map.

The pillar still stands as a memorial to the good
deeds of Lady Anne Clifford, "The repairer of the
breach, the restorer of paths to dwell in" (Isaiah
58 : 12) . At the end of the play the members of the
band, who have earlier taken council on "an Eminence,
a Beacon on it" (III iv) , kill the traitor Rivers, the
motivating force of the tragedy. And Mortimer,
like Adam betrayed — or perhaps like Cain, in the
Romantic tradition — "will go forth a wanderer on
the earth" (V iii 269 [PW line 2319]) , asking his loyal
Borderers to "raise on this lonely Heath a monument/
That may record my story" (V iii 266-267 [PW lines
2301-2302]). In direct contrast to Lady Anne's pillar,
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Mortimer's monument will record the betrayal of man
in the wilderness.

In a description of the view from Penrith Beacon
in 1776 (before it was planted with trees), Hutchinson
offers an ideal setting for a tragedy in the grand
manner : "The whole prospect from the beacon hill,
as you turn every way, presents you with a vast
theatre, upwards of one hundred miles in circumfer-
ence, circled with stupendous mountains. " 21 As he
turns towards Stainmore, Hutchinson describes a
feeling like that with which the sympathetic characters
of the play — the misguided hero Mortimer, Matilda,
and her father Herbert — seem most often to respond
to the heath through which they stumble : "... a
dreary prospect extended to the eye, and all around a
scene of barrenness and deformity ... all was wilder-
ness and horrid waste, over which the wearied eye
travelled with anxiety" . 22 When Gilpin describes the
area in his 1792 edition of Observations ... on the
Lakes, he provides the background personae to the
drama : "With regard to the adorning of such a
landscape with figures, nothing could suit it better than
a group of banditti.""

Thus the landscape of Penrith and the Appleby
Road, with which Wordsworth was intimate, was
described by his favourite authorities as a stage,
suitable for a tragedy, and even "adorned" with an
outlaw band. It seems inevitable that when he decided
to write a historical drama set in the north his memory
and imagination should return to Penrith. Historically
Penrith was in fact the scene of border raids, and
therefore quite appropriate for Borderers to be passing
through. But the action is located verbally near the
Solway Firth and the Esk and Tweed (even Herbert's
home is changed to Eskdale in the 1842 text), so it is
doubtful whether Wordsworth intended the Penrith
area to be immediately recognisable. Neither, on the
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other hand, does he seem to have taken any measures
to disguise his model ; he has only elaborated it slightly,
with due deference to those who had already established
its dramatic potential.

Notes and References.
1 The Borderers was first published, heavily revised, in Poems, Chiefly of

Early and Late Years in 1842, but the early text survives in a fair
copy prepared by Mary Hutchinson in 1799/1800 and preserved at The
Wordsworth Library, Grasmere (D.C. MS. 23 in the renumbered Dove
Cottage papers). Ernest de Selincourt records readings from this text,
rather unreliably, in the App. Crit. to the late text in volume 1 of his
edition of the Poetical Works (revised by Helen Darbishire, Oxford,
1940-49). This edition of the Poetical Works will be referred to here as
PW. A full early text is forthcoming in 1976 in the volume devoted to
the play edited by Robert Osborn for the new Cornell Wordsworth
series. Quotations in this paper are from Robert Osborn's text, but
line-numbers referring to the equivalent text in de Selincourt's edition
are also given in square brackets for reference. It is impracticable to
employ the 1842 text in this discussion because Wordsworth's revisions
obscured the model he had originally used for creating the landscape
of the play.

2 I i 175 [PW line 209] and II i 64 [PW line 610] ; compare I i 34, I i 58,
II i 51-54 [PW lines 63, 85, 595 -598] , etc.

3 Poems, Chiefly of Early and Late Years (London, 1842), P. 244.
4 Mortimer's statement that "The Baron of St Clair / Lives in this district"

(V iii 194-195 [PW App. Crit. to lines 2245-78] identifies the Roseland
of I i 163 (PW line 196) as Rosslyn. In Sonnet V of Yarrow Revisited
Wordsworth refers to superstitions about the bell rung by the wind in a
lonesome chapel (PW III 266-267), a situation earlier described in The
Borderers, V ii 21-26 (PW lines 2031-35). In the sonnet this is located
at Roslin Chapel, which Wordsworth visited in 1803. In Act II scene ii
the description of the castle on a "beetling rock" approached by a
narrow plank over a rushing river, to which Herbert is led in the play,
has its antecedents in Wordsworth's early "Fragment of a Gothic
Tale" (in D.C. MS. 2, inaccurately represented in de Selincourt's
Appendix of Juvenalia, PW I 287-292). But it also resembles the actual
situation of Roslin Castle, which may be approached over the Esk by
a timber bridge, and is perched on a rock ninety feet above the haugh
at its base (see The Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical
Monuments of Scotland : Counties of Midlothian and Westlothian
[Edinburgh, 1929], item 140). It is interesting to conjecture whether
the similarity of the real castle to the imaginary castle of the early
"Gothic Tale" was responsible for the choice of fictional "Border"
setting. The St Clairs were close enough friends of Wordsworth later
in his life to present him with a copy of the privately printed
Genealogie of the Sainteclaires of Rosslyn (1834); one wonders when
the connection began.
See Mary Moorman, William Wordsworth : A Biography (2 vols.,
Oxford, 1957-67), 113- 15.

6 William Wordsworth, The Prelude, ed. Ernest de Selincourt (2nd ed.
rev. by Helen Darbishire, Oxford, 1959), 189 (text of 1805). See also
The Letters of William and Dorothy Wordsworth : The Early Years,
1787-1805, ed. Ernest de Selincourt (2nd ed. rev. by Chester L. Shaver,
Oxford, 1967), 4-5.
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7 There is ample evidence that Wordsworth enjoyed re-exploring his
native region with guidebooks by West, Hutchinson, or Gray actually
in hand. A fragment titled "A Tale" in D.C. MS. 2 specifically prefaces
an account of meeting a mad old woman with an "authoritative"
reference to the location: "It was at the very Vi llage and I was passing
by the very churchyard from which on a Sunday noon about twenty
years ago the congregation were issuing when Gray returned from his
visit to the vale of Elysium." This passage clearly indicates the spirit
with which Wordsworth's return to the Lakes in his Cambridge summer
vacation was for him a literary as well as a personal pilgrimage.

S Joseph Nicolson and Richard Burn, The History and Antiquities of the
Counties of Westmorland and Cumberland (2 vols., London, 1777),
fold-out map in Vol. I.

`' See Robert Osborn, "Meaningful Obscurity: The Antecedents and
Character of Rivers", in Bicentenary Wordsworth Studies, ed. Jonathan
Wordsworth (Ithaca and London, 1970), 393-424.

10 Op. cit., I 575.11 The Prose Works of William Wordsworth, ed. A. B. Grosart (3 vols.,
London, 1876), III 145; not quoted in PW.

12 OP. cit., I 579-580 .
13 "Clifford's Tower" and the south front of the ruined castle, which

stands on a hill protected on one side by a deep moat and on the
other by a river, may be seen in Plate 84 of  The Royal Commission
on Historical Monuments : Westmorland (London, 1936). Twelfth-night
was celebrated there by villagers as late as the eighteenth century.
The name of the ruin in The Borderers, Mounteagle Castle, may be
derived partly from the early "Fragment of a Gothic Tale" in which
the castle is perched like an eagle on a rock, but it also was no doubt
reinforced by actual local names, such as Egremont Castle (the estate
of which Wordsworth's father administered), the Eamont River, and
above all "the ancient Keep, built by Edward Stanley, Lord Mount-
eagle". Mounteagle's castle is mentioned by Gray and associated with
the name Clifford in his Journal, printed at the end of West's Guide
to the Lakes (London, 1784, appendix, 219). J. H. Smith has pointed
out in "The Genesis of The Borderers" (PMLA, XLIX [1934] 926) that
the name Stone-Arthur Castle, to which Wordsworth altered his text
in the revision published in 1842, connects the place with the Grasmere
mountains among which he was living then.

14 William Hutchinson, An Excursion to the Lakes in Westmorland and
Cumberland (London, 1776), ü.

15 Quoted in Nicolson and Burn, oP. cit., I 577.
16 In the Fenwick Note on "The Hart's-Horn Tree" Wordsworth mentions

"The Giant's Cave" about two miles down the Eamont River from
Brougham Castle (Grosart, III 145., quoted in PW IV 535) . Though
he mentions walking in the district in his youth, he makes no mention
of Lacy's Caves on the banks of the Eden near Nunnery (see PW IV
409). The Lacy of The Borderers and probably the Lacy of the , caves
are to be associated with the powerful northern family that held the
Honour of Pontefract; see W. E. Wightman, The Lacy Family (Oxford,
1966) .

17 James Clarke, A Survey of the Lakes of Cumberland, Westmorland, and
Lancashire (2nd ed., London, 1789).

18 In the play Herbert remarks that his cottage in [ ? Borrowdale] (I iii
107-108, text obscured by later alteration to "Eskdale" [PW lines
479-480]) was given to him by "the good abbot of Saint Cuthbert's"
(I i 166 [PW line 199]). This appears to be an echo of the mistaken
allegation in Clarke's Survey (the text of which was probably written
by Isaac Ritson) that St Cuthbert gave St Herbert his hermitage island
on Derwentwater. See Bede's Ecclesiastical History of the English
Nation, Book Four, Chapter 29.

1 Grosart, III 145. In his note on the preceding sonnet, "Suggested by a
View from an Eminence in Inglewood Forest", Wordsworth mentions
the Hart's-Horn Tree as one of the remarkable objects of the landscape.
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The tree in The Borderers could of course be any tree, but the
significance of its presence in the landscape of the play was probably
inspired by Wordsworth's own recollections supplemented by the notice
taken of this particular tree in the guidebooks. Wm. Furness, in his
History of Penrith (Penrith, 1894), notes that a certain solicitor,
Mr T. J. Scott, at the time of his writing possessed an oil painting of
the tree, painted many years before by a local artist (p. 358).

20 Hutchinson, op. cit., 43 -44.
21 Ibid., 54; cp. Clarke's directional diagram of views.
22 Ibid., 12.
23 William Gilpin, Observations, relative chiefly to picturesque beauty, in

several parts of England, particularly the Mountains and Lakes of
Cumberland and Westmoreland (2nd ed., London, 1792), 174. I am
grateful to Queen's University, Belfast, for a Fellowship enabling me to
make use of the Queen's Library collection of eighteenth-century
guidebooks in writing this article.
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